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About This Game

Part human, part oni, golem and harpy! The list goes on and on! Born in a lab, Chelshia the chimera is the world's first synthetic
monster girl. When her monster inhabited island home is threatened by a band of looting pirates, she springs into action to save the

day!

Khimera: Destroy All Monster Girls is your premiere monster girl beat-em-up platformer experience! Use Suits & Sandals'
patented (not actually patented) GIANT STONE FIST technology to punch your way through hordes of monster-pirates to

reclaim your home's stolen treasure.

Find upgrades, collect collectables and solve problems with your fists! Play the game at your own pace in story mode or go for
the best time in a marathon-style race mode!

24 built-in achievements offer praise for completing tasks.

Race mode lets you compete for the best time against the community!

Xinput and direct input compatibility makes sure all your USB controllers work!
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ENG\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/

+ pixelart looks amazing
+ soundtrack
+ dynamic gameplay
+ humour
+ many things to do
+ is free
+ and dlc is cheap as hell

- cakeboy minigame is mediocre
- some collectibles are almost impossible to get without help

Never skip leg day!

9+\/10

POL\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/

+ pixelart wygl\u0105da cudownie
+ soundtrack
+ dynamiczny gameplay
+ humor
+ wiele rzeczy do zrobienia
+ jest darmowa
+ a dlc jest tanie jak barszcz

- minigierka z cakeboyem jest meh
- bez pomocy zebranie kilku przedmiot\u00f3w graniczy z cudem

Nigdy nie opuszczaj dnia n\u00f3g.

9+\/10
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Doctor's Assistant DLC Costume Now Avaliable!:
Store Page

For some reason the number one thing I've heard about this game so far is "wow I wish there was some way I can throw money
at this" so ask and ye shall receive! You can now trade one unit of American currency (or your country's equivalent) for the 
Doctor's Assistant, the new 5th alternate costume!

Things this costume will do:

1. Look cute and good!

Things this costume will not do:

1. Be required for ANY achievements or in-game completion percentage.

2. Shrink in the wash.

The Doctor's Assistant is a completely optional purchase and as promised, the main game will continue to be completely free!

Oh also, DLC revenue goes to paying actual good artists who are not me to making actual good assets for future games!. 
Khimera OST up on Bandcamp; Trading Card Update:
Joe Aquiare, the composer behind Khimera: Destroy all Monster Girls has put high-quality MP3 versions of the OST up on
Bandcamp for purchase. A few people have been requesting this, so he made it a thing that you can check out right here:

https://brainfoam.bandcamp.com/album/khimera-destroy-all-monster-girls-soundtrack

I've also gotten a few asks about trading cards and yes, these will absolutely be a thing! I'm finishing up the assets over the
weekend and the full trading card/badge system should be up at the earliest, Monday evening.

Thank you friends for continuing to support Khimera with your comments and suggestions over the past few weeks. I will
continue to do my best to bring entertaining, quality games to Steam!. Khimera version 2.8:
Another small update today. We've rolled back to the previous music engine as the new one was causing slowdown on some
systems.

Also shout-out to that one guy who really likes using Megaman X's OST with Khimera because you can do that again.

Version 2.8 - December 12, 2017

Rollback to previous music engine (pre-2.6).
Various dialogue fixes.
Minor updates to map and victory screen UIs.

. Khimera version 2.7:
Spooky mini-update updates the pause screen and did some other minor fixes. Hope you enjoy!

Version 2.7 - October 31, 2017

Updated pause screen better conveys costume switch, shows more information.
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Added special win animation for maid outfit.

. Khimera Version 2.5!:
A quick update to fix a glitch introduced in 2.4, along with a couple of other small things!

Version 2.5 - August 17, 2017

Fixed clicking noise on exploding blocks in Brine Cave not stopping.
Misboro treasure value from 15 to 34.
Fixed lava Misboro still being immune to pizza.
Fixed two OOB exploits in Mt Afrokupa.

. Khimera version 3.2:

Version 3.2 is out tonight! It introduces a few overdue bugfixes and simpler weather particles to help performance on low end
machines.

Also you can move and punch in midair at THE SAME TIME!

Version 3.2 - June 12, 2018

Fixed OoB in Sky Fortress
Made Sky Fortress collision a bit more efficient (fewer blocks to calculate for).
Reintroduced OoB skip in Icy Path (in exchange for the sacrifice of 8 anime girls and 2 anime boys).
New simpler, more efficient weather particles should reduce risk of slowdown on low-end machines.
Fixed saucy shot & demon fire deactivating and reactivating after screen transition.
Chelshia no longer loses forward momentum while punching in midair. You can freely change direction.
F9 screen shots now save with date stamps so they don't overwrite previous screen shots.
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